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Marconi NAB Noms

Salad Say Cheese

B

eyond its musical legacy, Country radio exemplifies many of
the best qualities in broadcasting– from community service to
great promotions. This year, nine Country stations and three
Country air personalities are finalists for the 2007 NAB Marconi Radio
Awards. The recipients will be announced Sept. 27 during the NAB
Radio Show in Charlotte. Here’s a closer look at the finalists:

Serving Those Who Serve

“Country’s Best” For 35 Years

Country Station Finalist: KSON/San Diego

You’d be hard-pressed to find a reason why the Lincoln
Financial outlet shouldn’t take home the first trophy in its
44-year history. A consistent market powerhouse, KSON is
anchored in impressive and heartfelt demonstrations of public
service, as detailed by PD John
Marks:
“Each week we have an ‘Everyday
Hero,’ where we double the paycheck
of people who go unheralded for the
many things they do to support their
family and community.
U.S. Marines armed and ready with
“Being in a military town,
Christmas toys for the kids.
overseas deployments leave parents
short-handed. So we have a program called ‘Operation Helping Hand’ to
supplement the income of those with special needs.
“A  first-time event this year was ‘KSON’s Christmas You Missed.’ On
John Marks
June 25, we got together with the Armed Services’ YMCA and threw a
celebration for all the service people who were deployed over the holidays. We had gifts, Santa Claus,
trees, Christmas music and the football games on TV from Christmas Day. Our mayor and San Diego
Chargers football
players were there.
We also introduced
17 children who
were born while
their parents were
away.
“No matter how
cynical people are about the war, it really
doesn’t matter to us; we support the military. If
All Is Calm In San Diego: At KSON’s “Christmas
you didn’t walk away feeling something after
You Missed” event, morning show producer Tori
Peck (l) was interviewed by XETV-TV (Fox 6)/San
that event, you just don’t have a heart. It really
Diego reporter Ruben Galvan in the “snow.”
was an incredible day, and we’ll do it forever.”

Medium Market Station Finalist:
KTTS/Springfield, MO

Few stations dominate the way Journal’s KTTS/Springfield, MO does, ranking more than five
shares ahead of its nearest competitor. KTTS won the Marconi
Small Market Station trophy in 1999 and, earlier this year, a
CRB Radio Humanitarian award. Ten-year staffer and OM/
PD Chris Cannon shared what
makes “Country’s Best -- KTTS”
so successful.
“We’re a Country station, but
foremost we’re the community’s
radio station. We’re one of the few
that does news at the top of every
hour, and we have a 24/7 news
staff. We had tornadoes last year and a big ice storm this year, and when
those things happen we’re all over it. We’re not 10 in a row, followed by a
no-talk triple play
“We have the St. Jude radiothon every year, but we recently brought in
Terri Clark for a quick St. Jude fundraiser. We raised over $4,300 in 90
Chris Cannon
minutes with $5 tickets and a silent auction.
“We’ve been doing our KTTS Christmas Crusade forever. Listeners can adopt a single person or
even an entire family that needs assistance, and, of course, there are kids, some who are in hospitals.
We only ask for one or two toys per child, a coat, a set of clothes and groceries, and we also get
generous support from some of our clients.
“On pick-up day families come here, but they don’t know who bought the stuff. They just say,
‘Thank you so much.’ Some break down and cry. Last year we helped over 450 families to make sure
they had a Christmas.”
“If you’re not local or entrenched in your community, you could still be No. 1. But down the road
you may not be. What we like to say is that we’re helping neighbors.”

Taking The Market By Storm
Country Station Finalist: KTST/Oklahoma City

KTST/Oklahoma City had what would be a dream year for any station: five consecutive ratings
increases including its two best books ever. Under PD Tom Travis, who also oversees Clear Channel
Country sister KXXY, “Twister” became the market leader for three sweeps between summer 2006
and winter 2007, when it ranked No. 1 25-54 for the first time.
“In the first quarter of 2006, KXXY and Twister were too much of each other musically, if you will.
We took KXXY more adult, playing more of the classic artist hits of the late ‘90s and the early 2000s,
and very few currents. We already had a station playing current music – Twister – so why have two?
“Getting this nomination says a lot for the staff. There are three former PDs working here. So we
don’t have jocks tinkering with music and doing things that make PDs pull out their hair. When I say,
“We need to focus on TSL, and here’s how we’ll get the quarter-hours,” they understand the language.
“We have ‘Relationship Thursday’ featuring a morning hour with Dr. Tate, a licensed marriage
counselor, who guides listeners. It’s become an award-winning benchmark. We’re also proud of our
annual Team In Training program for the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society in
connection with the Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon.”

Brand New Bag: In preparation for the 2006 KTTS Christmas Crusade, volunteers
line up hundreds of bags of gifts for families and individual children. Every family
gets a sack of groceries and cleaning supplies. Insets: A pair of KTTS’s youngest
listeners enjoy a new toy from Santa. At right: Gathering after Terri Clark’s KTTS
fundraiser for St. Jude Children’s Hospital are (l-r) KTTS APD Curly Clark, Terri
Clark, BNA Southwest promotion rep Scott Long, KTTS OM/PD Chris Cannon.
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Marconi

Salad
The Gift Of Giving Back
Country Station Finalist:
KYKX/Tyler-Longview, TX

One conversation with GM Ginger Nimmons is all it takes to see
why Access.1’s KYKX/Tyler-Longview, TX is a Marconi finalist for
the second straight year. Beyond notching its best book in six years this
spring, the staff’s
goodwill efforts
have earned it
three consecutive
Texas Association
of Broadcasters
public service
honors.
Ginger Nimmons
“As a GM, if
you want to fulfill
your commitment to public service, you’ve got
to allow your staff the time to do it. That might
mean letting someone voice-track a couple
hours so they can be somewhere else. It is our
duty to donate particular amount of time back
to our community in public service.
“We’ve worked very hard to build a good
reputation. When you say ‘KYKX,’ those call
letters get respect because people know who
Meals On Wheels
we are, and I’ve got so many people who work
here who deserve this award.
“Right now we’re giving away our old
KYKX
station
RV to East Texas Meals On Wheels.
105.7
East Texas Best Country
They’re selling $10 raffle tickets and we’ll
KYKX
give it away at the East Texas State Fair at
105.7
month’s end. Meals On Wheels keeps 100% of
Charity, Take The Wheel: KYKX/
East Texas Best Country
the money.
Tyler-Longview, TX’s September
“We partner with the local newspaper
2007 raffle of its station RV to a
and
TV stations to promote a lot of our public
lucky listener is raising thousands
of dollars for the East Texas Meals service efforts. In most markets, it doesn’t
seem everyone can work together. But our
On Wheels organization.
relationship with the local paper is so good
that they just did a huge story about KYKX
winning all these awards. We’ve done Coats For Kids and toy drives together because the more people
you can let know about an event, the better. Don’t lose the cause just because somebody else is going
to be part of it.”

winthis
rv

And help
MeAls On
wheels

deliver 4500
MeAls A dAy!

Hayes RV Center of Longview is teaming up with KLTV and East Texas Radio Group to help Meals on Wheels of East
Texas. Hayes RV is donating the RV Pictured above to the Meals on Wheels of East Texas raffle. One Lucky winner
will drive away with this upper prize. All proceeds will benefit Meals on Wheels of East Texas. The RV is currently
being used by KYKX, and will be raffled off September 29, 2007. Tickets are $10’each and will be available at Meals on
Wheels sites April 23rd.
For more information on tickets and the raffle, please call:
Melanie Gage or Melissa Love
903-593-785
800-451-2912
raffle@mealsonwheelsweasttexas.org
www.mealsonwheelseasttexas.org

It’s A Family Affair

Country & Medium Market Station Finalist:
WFMS/Indianapolis
Perennial market leader Cumulus WFMS/Indianapolis is a two-time Marconi award recipient. PD
Bob Richards explains the chemistry that results in double-digit ratings, an award-winning morning
show and enduring listener loyalty:
“The culture is led by 23-year Market Manager Charlie Morgan*. He
and a great percentage of people here are from the Indianapolis area, so
when you come to work for WFMS, you feel this respect and honor. That
translates into working hard. We’re also all pretty good friends. We really
enjoy working with one another and seeing each other become successful.
“There are two events that really typify WFMS. One is Country
Music Expo, a two-day free event in April we’ve been doing about
13 years. Roughly 20 artists do a half-hour acoustic set, 15 minutes of
Q&A with the audience and then sign autographs for a couple of hours.
We’ll also invite songwriters up for a guitar pull, as well as record label
presidents and producers to explain how to make it in Nashville, how
Bob Richards
they find someone with raw talent and develop them into an artist. It
brings listeners in closer to the whole process.
“The other marquee event is our WFMS Free Stage at the Indiana State Fair, with 10 days of concerts
featuring both established acts and new talent. The State Fair attracts 750,000 people, which is WFMS’s
audience: it’s families, it’s agriculture.
“We try get to know the audience and why they come to our station. We make an emotional
connection through the music and reflect it back to them.”
Better Man: At the station’s
Country Expo, WFMS morning
teammates Kevin Freeman
and PD Jim Denny put in their
song requests to Equity Music
Group’s Clint Black.

Fan Fairly Similar: If this shot
of WFMS’s Country Music
Expo looks a bit like Fan
Fair, it’s no coincidence. The
event models many of the
CMA Music Festival’s popular
interactive elements.
*Editor’s Note: Charlie Morgan left WFMS September 6

* Employees and Immediate family members of: Meals on Wheels, Hayes RV, East Texas Radio Group, KLTV and The Green Advertising Agency are not eligible for the drawing.

Four On The Floor
Small Market Station
Nominee:
WAXX/Eau Claire, WI

With four Marconis already in hand, Maverick
Media’s WAXX/Eau Claire, WI is up for Small Market
Station of the Year, which it won in both 2000 and 1990.
It’s also received two Small Market Personality of the
Year honors, including one for 19-year PD George House in 1998. Not one to let up, the longtime No.
1-rated station delivered in spring 2007 its best ratings in nearly three years. House talked about how
WAXX maintains its remarkable national stature.
“We’ve been in the Country format for 40 years and are blessed with a great signal and a great staff.
I’d love to take credit for all of it, but the building blocks were laid many years ago, and our job is to
keep it going. Most of the credit goes to the loyal listeners we build friendships with.
“It’s mostly good being a heritage station, but in 2005 we hired Coleman and took on the difficult
task of modernizing the music, imaging, jingles and morning show to make it more relevant to 25-49year-old females. We look at this as a three-to-five-year plan, so we haven’t quite hit our peak yet.
“Ever July since 1990 we’ve done Country Jam USA – a three-day music festival with all the top
stars and several charity tie-ins. We get about nine months’ promotion out of it, and it exemplifies all
that we’re about.
“Each day we walk in that door a little nervous about presenting a great station. We’ve always had
superb management putting key people in the right slots. So you really feel that excitement to keep this
station’s legacy of excellence intact.”

Eau Say Can You See: The WAXX morning team of
Katie Bright and her “wing man,” PD George House
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Making Memories: WAXX morning
cohost Katie Bright gets close
with Keith Urban backstage at the
station’s three-day Country Jam USA
last year.

Making That Daily Difference
Country Station Finalist: WIVK/Knoxville

Citadel’s WIVK/Knoxville is a quadruple Marconi winner: Medium
Market Station in 2006, the 2005 Country Station, the 2003 Medium
Market Station and 1989 Large Market Station of the Year. WIVK pulled
a 25.2 in summer 2006 – its best ratings in more than a decade. Longtime
OM/PD Mike Hammond reflects on the Rocky Top legend:
“We’ve been very fortunate in that we’ve got a great staff of people.
We’ve been in the community for a long time, and if the community didn’t
support us like it does, then we obviously wouldn’t be up for these awards.
“Everybody in the building is very into community service. It’s
something that
has been ingrained
in us, whether
Mike Hammond
it’s one of our
personalities, our Frog or me speaking to a
civic club or organization.
“We just finished promoting our Duck Race.
People spend $5 for a yellow rubber duck and
we dump them off a bridge into the river. The first 10 ducks in the chute downstream get a prize; the
winner receives a new car. It raises more than $100,000 for the Boys and Girls Clubs.
“We’re the flagship station for Tennessee Volunteers football, and we wrap ourselves around the
team. We’re unique in that we are an FM Country station that carries men’s basketball. And we’re
always part of special events including the Tennessee Valley Fair and the CMA Awards.
“The day-to-day things make the difference. We try to honor as many requests as we can to send
our people out and to have our Frog go by. There’s hardly a day that goes by that we’re not involved in
some type of community event.”
Webbed Site: The crowd gathers at the riverfront in Knoxville to cheer on
their entries as thousands of rubber ducks cascade into the Tennessee
River for WIVK’s annual Duck Race to support the Boys & Girls Clubs.
Prizes include a 2007 PT Cruiser, a Honda TRX 250 Recon, jewelry, $1000
gift certificates and more.

Higher Form Of Ham Radio
Small Market Station Finalist: WKDZ/Cadiz, KY

In a converted Hardee’s in rural Kentucky
Market Forces:
Always superlives a bastion of local radio, Ham’s WKDZ/
serving the local
Cadiz. The station is hoping to win its second
community,
WKDZ/Cadiz, KY
Marconi, having captured Small Market Station
OM /PD/afternoon
of the Year 2002. Like a TV in a Motel 6, the
personality Bill
revered trophy is actually screwed to a shelf at
Booth gets the
low-down on the
the station. Three-year OM/PD/MD/PM driver/
weekly specials
play-by-play announcer and banner hanger Bill
from Mallory
Booth discusses the station’s efforts.
Lawrence, owner
of Hancock’s
“One of the ambitious ventures we embark
Neighborhood
on annually is the Trigg County Country
Market.
Ham Festival. It’s a free, all-volunteer event,
but it had faded in recent years. So last year we had an on-air auction, cooked and sold pork chop
sandwiches and barbecue to raise $40,000 to keep it going. We broadcast live 10 hours a day, and we
were blessed with good weather and huge
crowds. We go overboard, and are totally
worn out by the end, but it’s lots of fun and
good radio.
     “Community commitment starts at the
top. Our group GM, Beth Mann, is very
involved in the local Rotary Club, our news
director is on the tourism board, and a lot of
other folks are involved in the community.
If you can do some good, whether it’s a
blood drive or raising $3,000 to help 60
Hog Wild: WKDZ OM/PD Bill Booth fires up the kids with back-to-school shopping, why
station’s Kawasaki Mule to motor around the
not? When you make investments in the
area’s Hamfest celebration, which the station
community that bring long-term dividends,
gives pen-to-pen coverage each year.
it’s very rewarding.”

“Blessed Time” For A
Special Station

Large Market Station Finalist: WUBE/Cincinnati
Country’s lone representative in the Large Market Station category,
Bonneville WUBE/Cincinnati is a first-time finalist. We talked with OM
Patti Marshall, under whose stewardship B105 improved from third to
second in the past year.
“As much as we love being recognized by
our listeners and we spend a lot of time on that, to be recognized by your peers
is pretty damn special, especially for this staff. I don’t think you get a Marconi
nomination without a staff like this.
“Hurricane Katrina was a day that, honestly, changed all of our lives.
It wasn’t just one station, however. All four [cluster] signals simulcast
with all of our jocks, all day, with one common goal: to raise goods and
money for Katrina victims. We ended up with eight semi-trailer trucks
and $250,000 in cash. That was a very emotional day for me, and made
me very proud to be
in this business.
Marine
“For 16 years
Patti Marshall
Won: Two of
we’ve done the
America’s
Marine Corps’ Toys
fighting
For Tots campaign. A lot of these guys we’re
finest stand
working with have either been to Iraq and back,
guard over
gifts from
or have lost friends there. For them to spend so
generous
much time caring about kids in our community
WUBE/
when you know they’ve got so much heavier
Cincinnati
things on their minds – it’s humbling.
listeners.
“We’re honored to receive this nomination. It
really is a blessed time for us.”

Marconi Personality

Salad
Cooking Up
Chemistry

Medium Market:
Danielle Carrier & Mark Ericson

Small-town waitress gets big break in local
diner! Eight years ago, Danielle Carter was
sassing two
customers as she
slaved away as
a waitress. Little
did she know
one of them
was WOKQ/
Portsmouth, NH
OM/morning
Mark Ericson &
co-host Mark
Danielle Carrier
Ericson. Taken
with her personality, Mark offered Danielle
fill-in work in mornings. Listeners fell for
Danielle’s bubbly persona quickly and the
part-time gig soon became a full-time job.
“As much as I’d like to tell you how
incredibly talented, virile and handsome I am,”
Mark says. “It’s been since Danielle started
that we have received all this recognition.”
The two have a strong community focus.
“We gladly work with any non-profit that
has to do with family, children or animals,”
Danielle says.
Beyond the philanthropic work, they have
a lot of fun, too. The duo’s first – and last  –
April Fool’s joke took the station to an alldisco format. “Many of the listeners got it, but
at some point the crowd started to turn on us,”
Mark says.
“Before it was over there were almost 180
phone calls, over 400 emails and one woman
actually filed a complaint with the FCC for
taking away her country music,” Danielle adds.
Listeners are also protective of Danielle.
“She’s the naïve, innocent one,” Mark
explains. “And I, of course, am Satan. I have
literally been hit by an old lady in the produce
aisle because I was mean to Danielle. We have
the most amazing listeners. I’ve never seen
anything like it.”

A Cleveland
Institution
Large Market: Chuck Collier

After more than 44 years in radio – 35
in afternoon drive at WGAR/Cleveland –
Chuck Collier will readily admit that he’s
never had a job. “One
of the secrets of life is
to find something that
you’re passionate enough
about that you would
actually spend your
whole life doing it for
free,” he says. “Then,
work hard enough at it
Chuck Collier that somebody will pay you
a decent buck to do it.”

Finalists

Chuck began his radio life at tiny WSRW/
Hillsboro, OH at the age of 15. Already an
aspiring jock, he walked in hoping for the chance
to just sweep floors. Unbeknownst to him,
the station’s program director had an audition
planned and in a matter of minutes, Chuck was
booked to do Wednesday morning news.
“When I think back to that 44 years later I
still get goose bumps,” he admits. “The awards
are wonderful, but nothing beats the feeling I
had that day.”
“Sometimes you make somebody laugh or
maybe bring a smile into their life,” he says of
the simple rewards in his found profession. “One
woman wrote to me from prison to tell me that
she and some other women in this institution
listened to me every day. She said ‘Thank you for
being a friend to those who have none.’ That’s
when I realized that I’m making a difference.

Set This
Circus Down
Small Market:
Will Payne, Barry Diamond, Fan Man

Imagine pulling a paycheck for hanging out
with your
Morning
best friends.
Circus
For Will
Payne, Barry
Diamond and
Fan Man of
the KITX/
Hugo, OK
Morning
Circus, that
dream is a
reality.
“When you
asked Will’s
daughter when
she was young who her dad was, she would ans
wer,‘willpaynebarrydiamond.’” Barry says.
Their moniker, The Morning Circus, isn’t just
a nod to the circus troupes that winter in Hugo,
it also describes the on-air antics for which the
trio are so-well-known. “I have been escorted
from Wal-mart property,” Fan Man, who only
recently joined the show, confesses. “I’ve been
kicked out of Burger King and banned from the
premises. I had to do a public strip show in a
Speedo because I lost a bet on a football game.
It was chilly.”
Community service plays a part in the show’s  
local and national recognition. “One of my
favorites is the Big Brothers/Big Sisters ‘Bowl
For Kids Sake,’” Barry explains. “We raised
$23,000 in one day last year.”
“We’re each involved in different programs,”
Will adds. “I’m active in the Rotary Club, Barry
has been an honorary Bell Ringer for the Salvation
Army and we raise money for the United Way.
We just love to give back as much we can. They
make it possible for us to do what we love, so what
better way to show our gratitude?” CAC
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Music Sales At
A Crossroads
Labels Face The CD’s Swan Song

The last Christmas for the CD? Or, on the optimistic side, there’s the notion that
already-shrinking retail floor space will evaporate completely...except during the holidays
when they roll music out with the wrapping paper, fake trees and other seasonal
favorites. Chicken Little, it seems, has taken a keen interest in the music business.
Fortunately, reports of the industry’s demise have been greatly exaggerated. Ask Apple’s
Steve Jobs, who has built the iPod into a monolith based on the public’s insatiable appetite
for having their music their way. Unlike previous format transitions, however, consumers
don’t have to replace their music collections. The ability to convert disc to digital, and the
resurrection of the single, have created a profound schism in the record business.

Gloom, Not Doom
Engineering a new structure for music sales is vital, but country
is facing a more immediate challenge. As of early September,
country CD sales were down 34% against an overall industry
decline of about 20%. Week-over-week sales on the Country album
chart for the first week of September were 375,000 units, compared
with 570,000 last year. Country market
share is down to 11%, compared with
13% in 2006, with total unit sales in the
neighborhood of 31 million. Last year,
country sold about 75 million CDs.
“We have four months to make up
40-plus million in sales,” says Sony
BMG/Nashville Chairman Joe Galante.
“That’s 2.4 million units a week.
There’s no way the math works out.”
And now the good news: New
releases from Kenny Chesney, Rascal
Flatts, Garth Brooks and Carrie
Joe Galante
Underwood are all needle-moving
blockbusters. “Our second half is going
to be up dramatically,” Galante says. “Net, we’ll still be down for
the year. The question is how far down.”
Big returns on the big releases have the potential to make
up a lot of ground, but ending 2007 just 15% down still puts
country at roughly 65 million units for the year. For Galante, the
concern then becomes 2008. “In our case, there won’t be another
Kenny or Carrie release. We will be down in terms of absolute
top-drawer records. Our first half of 2008 should be up relative
to a comparison with 2007, but the second half won’t have these
records and we’ll decline.”

A stark acknowledgment of this new reality came in the Sept. 2 New York Times
Sunday Magazine cover story. Under the headline, “Can Rick Rubin Save The Music
Business?”, the Columbia Records co-Chair and celebrated producer (Johnny Cash,
Dixie Chicks, System of a Down, Beastie Boys) had this to say:
“I have great confidence that we will have the best record company in the industry,
but the reality is, in today’s world, we might have the best dinosaur. Until a new model
is agreed upon and rolling, we can be the best at the existing paradigm, but until the
paradigm shifts, it’s going to be a declining business. This model is done.”

Unit sales on current albums only reflect a portion of the decline
labels are experiencing. Catalog sales are off as well, and the
wholesale prices of CDs are falling, too. Decreases in units and
how much they sell for is a double hit that has labels reeling. How
bad will it get?
“I need to see what Christmas does and what happens in the first
quarter,” Galante answers. “If these records in the fourth quarter
hold up and come through the first quarter, then the sky’s not
falling. If the drop-off is great and the records don’t hold up....
“It’s a tough environment for everyone,” he says. “There’s
gloom, but I don’t think there’s doom. We’re going to have to find
a new way to do it.”

Bad News Bared

Fortunately, country labels will benefit from watching how
their parents in New York and Los Angeles address these issues.
“Country will be the last bastion for CDs,” says Consortium
partner and marketing vet Mike Martinovich. “It was the last
demographic to abandon the cassette,
as well as previous configurations. The
psychographic nature of the country
consumer plays a role. They enjoy the
personal vicarious relationship with
artists. We’re the only format that has
something like CMA Music Festival.
They enjoy holding the physical CD.”
As “big box” retailers like Best Buy
and Wal-Mart reduce floor space
for music, the squeeze affects some
disproportionately. “Obviously there
will be floor space for the stars,”
Galante says. “But people are going to
Mike Martinovich

have their finger on the trigger to send it
back if it’s not selling. We’re not going
to have the kind of time we had before.”
Deeper catalog titles are a thing of the
past at the big accounts, and new acts
are also pinched. “Let’s say you get a
new artist on the radio and they come
out selling well,” says Curb Records
VP/Sales Benson Curb. “If it takes
you 20 weeks to get the next track up,
you could lose distribution. That’s five
months and retail doesn’t have the
patience anymore. It’s a big challenge
Benson Curb
for everyone, but particularly Nashville
because we depend on Wal-Mart and Target more than anyone else.”
Curb says that music is caught in a downward spiral. “The fact
that the big box retailers are shrinking floor space for music is
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy,” he says. “When you cut 10%
of your music space there’s a good
chance you’re going to sell less. Then
your inventory goes down and you
miss some sales. Then you wonder
why your sales keep going down. All
you hear about is negativity and you
cut more. It’s a vicious cycle.”
Concurrent to the reduced footprint,
retailers aren’t cutting labels any deals
on price and positioning costs. “I’ve
had conversations with retailers who
are telling me that shelf space in the
fourth quarter will be increasingly
expensive,” says Broken Bow EVP
Jim Yerger
Jim Yerger.
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-Music Sales At
A CrossroadsPlaying The
Hallmark Card
Finding solutions for the CD in a download-leaning marketplace
will require creative thinking. “You’re going to have to package it
with something they can’t get anywhere else,” Yerger says. “As far
as I’m concerned, I would love the opportunity to create my own
album of songs I know I enjoy. That way, I’m getting full value for
the money I spend.”
Curb says spending the money to produce a full-length album,
particularly for new artists, may need to be rethought. “You could
break a 10-song album into two EPs, with a single or two from
each,” he says. “And then for Christmas, you could release a
deluxe combined version.”
Asking less at the cash register to try new music would offset
longstanding objections to paying full album prices after only
hearing one song. “Consumers have consistently complained about
the content, about there being only a few good songs,” Martinovich
says. “What’s happening at retail is that consumers are shopping
value. They’re looking for favorite artists and they still prize
collecting the physical product, to some degree. That’s why box sets
and collectibles are doing well. The TV-driven stuff is doing best.”
Martinovich is working with the Weather Channel on a music
CD due in October. “It’s music heard during their ‘local on the
eights’ segment,” he explains. “They realize their core audience
is comprised of people who are still relatively heavy purchasers
of physical CDs.” The move is the latest in a trend that has seen
Hallmark, Starbucks and other retailers get into a business with
which they’ve never previously been associated.
“SoundScan is just now beginning to track nontraditional sales,”
Martinovich says. “Starbucks doesn’t think there’s a problem with
CD sales. I think we’ll be surprised when we see those numbers.”
There are other bright spots, as well. “Target carries fewer titles
than Wal-Mart or Best Buy, but their business seems to be going
fairly well,” Curb says. “They’re out trending the rest of the industry
with fewer SKUs (stock-keeping units, or titles). They’re putting
CDs at the front of the store and putting key titles in front of people
at key times. They’ve never focused on deep catalog.”
The demise of catalog at the big boxes has pushed consumers
to Amazon and iTunes, and one of the other retail beacons –
particularly for country – Borders.

Head For The
Borders

While country is down more than 30%, at Borders the deficit is
only in the
teens and
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Not only is Borders climbing out of the red for the year, the

retailer has even gone into the black for August month-over-month
with last year. “We’ve gone positive and haven’t stopped,” Snow
says. “We’re double-digit positive for the month of August.”
Borders’ success with country in the face of industry-wide
declines is attributable to a commitment that’s been growing since
Snow joined the company almost four years ago. “In the past,
country was looked at as a consistent seller, but not necessarily
one you can spotlight,” Snow says. “My background is in country,
and over the years I’ve been able to convince people that country
is something we should be serious about. Country’s market share
has been growing, and people started to realized there may be
something to this. We took some chances and they’ve paid off.”
Snow points to branded cross-promotions with GAC, end cap
campaigns with CMT, ACM Awards promotions, signing on as the
exclusive retail partner for CMA Music Festival, and the “Road To The
CMA Awards” promotion that’s building toward the Nov. 7 event.
Like the big box retailers, Borders
keys on the major releases, but also
drives sales outside the realm of
blockbuster titles. “It’s about finding
titles our customers want,” Snow
explains. Borders may only account
for a few percentage points of total
market share on one of country’s most
prominent releases – though still a
significant source of revenue for the
company. On other releases, however,
Borders can climb toward and past 20%
of an album’s market share. “When you
CJ Snow
have an Alison Krauss, Lyle Lovett or
Vince Gill, it can be a significant chunk,” Snow says. “Emerson
Drive sells well for us. Little Big Town are a house favorite, and
those are the kinds of artists we’ll go after.”
Not only does Borders draw a different customer than those
stopping at CD racks on their way to purchase toothpaste, the
buying experience also is much different. “Our average in-store
time is about an hour,” Snow says. “I’m not a typical consumer,
but I can get lost in a bookstore, especially one that carries music,
for three or four hours.”
And with country music featured prominently during this
extended browsing experience, Borders is doing quite well for
itself...and for Nashville. “It comes down to the realization that
country is, to some extent, insulated from the digital decline,”
Snow says. “The numbers indicated it, and it’s become a focus area
of ours and mine. And it will continue to be.”

iPod Killer

Paid downloads continue as a growing business, though not
enough to offset physical declines. And then there are the unpaid
variety. “Consumption of music is up 12 to 15%,” Martinovich
says. “Unfortunately, it’s through unpaid acquisitions. People
haven’t stopped loving music, they just think it should be free.”
Digital sales are up 48%, though breakouts by genre aren’t
available as yet. Galante pegs country’s share as about 5%. The
overwhelming majority of sales come from Apple’s iTunes Music
Store. “We need other retailers to be involved, whether that’s
Amazon, Rhapsody or others,” Curb says. “There needs more
outlets that promote music and get people excited. What if iTunes
decides not to carry your title, for whatever reason?”
Another big issue with having one outlet controlling 90%
of the business is price. “From what I can see, it’s going to
become increasingly expensive to feature your song or album
digitally,” Yerger says. “They’re going to take the lead from
what the big boxes have been doing for years, and that’s price
and positioning.”
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In response to those and other concerns, Universal Music
Group has hedged its iTunes bet by going month-to-month
after not renewing its contract with the service. Simultaneously,
UMG is attempting to boost other online retailers by offering its
songs through them without Digital Rights Management (DRM),
otherwise known as copy protection.
“It’s encouraging that they’re trying to level the playing field,
but I don’t know that what they’re doing is going to achieve that,”
Curb says. “I don’t think the consumer knows what DRM or nonDRM is. We sell 85% of our music non-DRM on CDs, so why is
there a debate about whether we should have DRM on our digital
music? I have trouble understanding what we’re protecting there.”

Stream Dream

The biggest shift the fading CD may force upon the industry is
record companies demanding a share of other revenues. “Building
artists and brands and selling those brands is where it’s headed,”
Curb says. “There’s a lot of money being left on the table because
agreements aren’t moving fast enough. Curb doesn’t have specific
plans for incorporating other revenue streams, but those options are
being explored.”
“We are looking at it very hard,” Yerger concurs. “If things continue
in this direction, the artist and label will really have to partner up.”
“You can’t have the label engine driving everything and being
compensated the way we were before,” Galante adds. “We take most
of the risk and there are a lot of revenue streams making money.
“A manager said, ‘All we’re good for is promotion,’” he
continues. “I’d like to see him get a tour without getting those
records on the radio. You can’t tell me people are going out to see
the Police because of the new album. They’re going out to see the
hits, and they’re all radio records. Radio hits are what’s driving
everybody at some point in their careers.”
The speed with which any new business model takes hold is
tied to the extent to which sales continue to decline over the next
quarter, 2008 and beyond. “Is this the last Christmas for the CD? No.
Certainly not in country,” Martinovich says. “Will that day come? I
don’t think anybody doubts that. You can’t fight technology.” CAC
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Ranking Country’s Airplay Leaders
For better or worse, Country radio and the music business
are inextricably bonded. A Country station without music is
just talk radio with twang, and Nashville without airplay is,
well, Americana. So, in asking a panel of industry experts to
rank those with the greatest influence over this symbiotic
relationship, Country Aircheck offered this criteria:
“Airplay is currency for Country radio as well as the music business,
so those with the greatest influence over airplay decisions should
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Joe
Galante

Sony BMG/Nashville Chairman

Happy Feat: I will always remember going to the studio and
hearing Alan Jackson’s “Where Were You (When The World Stopped
Turning).” This was early October, after Sept. 11, and we were all
still very emotional. The CMA TV Committee had pretty much closed
the show, but I played the song for them and people were speechless.
When Alan debuted it on the show, the emotion swept through the
room. CMT’s Brian Philips was sitting behind me and said, “Get that
to me and it’s going on the air right now.”
The song went from that performance to radio within hours, and
the CMA moved mountains to get it done. It helped an entire nation
understand a little better what they were going through, and the whole
industry threw out the rule book. We all shined. It was that one moment
when you knew we did the right thing artistically and commercially. Those aren’t easy to find.
Humble Pie: When we took Ronnie Milsap to radio last year, the response to the music was
thumbs-up. He got a standing ovation on our CRS boat show. He toured with George Strait. He
visited radio. Every place he went on the air, the phones lit up. But the single went nowhere. He
was singing better than most guys on the radio, and the music was better than what was being
done by a number of acts. But that didn’t matter — he was not going to be allowed back onto the
chart. And I had to sit down and tell him face-to-face that he had done all the right things, but
it wasn’t going to happen. This is the same guy I had countless No. 1s with at RCA. He helped
grow this format. It hurt deeply.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: We had our regionals ask key radio folks for their thoughts
on a follow-up to Brooks & Dunn’s “Play Something Country” and went with one of their
top two choices. We put out “Building Bridges” as requested and the album fell out of
the top 15 in sales. We decided to go with the track that everyone told us was the one that
wouldn’t work. It was called “Believe,” and boy, did we all believe. It turned out to be
Single and Song of the Year and sold about 750,000 albums, which gave the guys their bestselling CD in the last five years. Of course, it didn’t test. But we can’t build careers without
taking the risks. This isn’t a science.

receive your highest rankings – those who
directly control airplay or have influence to
obtain airplay on behalf of artists.”
And so, here are the top 31 airplay power
brokers, as ranked by a panel of their
peers, along with their stories of success,
struggle and strange happenings at the
intersection of music and broadcasting.
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Scott
Borchetta
Big Machine President

Happy Feat: The campaign for Reba’s “Somebody” that knocked
Tim McGraw’s “Live Like You Were Dying” out of the No. 1 spot
for one week. This was the first big campaign that I worked with John
Zarling on, right after DreamWorks was merged into UMG/Nashville.
Getting to work with the MCA crew again was an absolute blast, and
we all felt like we had something to prove. We chose our attack date
so far out and created so many weapons – combining things that we
were doing at DW with things that MCA VP Royce Risser and JZ were
doing, as well as the power of Reba’s untapped assets. Our audience and point increases were
off the hook, and nobody really thought we could do it until Thursday of that week. By then,
there was nothing our competitor could do. Huge fun.
Humble Pie: Everyday is humbling. You better be able to take a punch.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Jimmy Harnen’s crazy outfits while at DreamWorks – he
dressed up for holidays I didn’t even know existed. Royce is willing to self-inflict bodily harm
for attention. Both remind me to have fun, and we work way too hard not to have fun.
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Charlie
Cook

Cumulus VP/Country

Happy Feat: I am a pretty basic guy when it comes to hearing music:
Does it pass the “who cares” test? So songs like “I Loved Her First” and
“Alyssa Lied” were obvious because they made you stop and listen. We were
early on Jason Michael Carroll’s record, and I liked that we helped jump start
his career. The business has swung so strongly to an artist-driven format that
when you can participate in a newcomer’s music, that’s satisfying.
Humble Pie: I’m going to give away my age here, but I missed
“I Can Help” by Billy Swann. It was not my decision alone, but at
KLAK/Denver they let the disc jockeys participate in music meetings. A bad idea, as evidenced
by me thinking that this was the worst record ever. And I missed “Achy Breaky Heart.” I remember
Kevin Herring trying to convince me that this was the hottest thing out there when I was at WYNY/
New York. We ended up playing it, but I hated every minute of it.
09
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Jeff
Garrison

Jaye
Albright

Country Consultant

Humble Pie: I thought Monty Holmes’ “Why’d You Start Lookin’
So Good” was going to launch his career as an artist. That’s my kind
of country music. Monty was nice enough to come to town for me
to do an appearance at a Las Vegas Stars baseball game in 1998, and
I still owe him that favor. At least we all had a good time and saw a
great ball game together.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: In 1964, I was doing mornings at a
Jazz station and a Broadway show tunes program seven to midnight in
Cleveland while attending Kent State University. I played trombone in
the KSU band and orchestra, and considered myself as having extremely
sophisticated musical tastes. So, when the Capitol Records rep brought me
a copy of the Beatles’ first release in the U.S., I told him that they were too
weird and would never make it. That pretty much indicates, even today, my ability to hear a hit.
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Luke
Lewis

UMG/Nashville Chairman

Happy Feat: Having 10 hit singles each on The Woman In Me and
Come On Over, something that probably won’t ever happen again. The
first sold over 10 million and the latter over 21 million, becoming the
biggest country album in the SoundScan era.
Humble Pie: Sugarland’s first single, “Baby Girl,” took 46 weeks
to peak on the Country singles chart. It was a stark reminder that most
programmers rely more on research than their ears these days. It did
happen, but it should never take so long to recognize a hit.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Prior to the Spitzer investigation, we had some programmers expecting
us to pay them for airplay. Extortion isn’t really funny, but the notion of providing content which drives
ratings and ad revenue, and then being expected to pay to have the content aired, is laughable.
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Gregg
Swedberg

KEEY/Minneapolis PD

Happy Feat: Arista brought a number of PDs to [then label head] Tim
DuBois’ house, ostensibly for a Clint Daniels and Shannon Brown showcase.
They needed a guitar player, so they brought along Brad Paisley. After
showcasing those two acts, which you got the impression were the focus, they
let Brad play three songs – his single, “Who Needs Pictures,” an early version
of “The Fishing Song” and one other that he hadn’t recorded yet and didn’t
think would be on his first album. It was “He Didn’t Have To Be.”
I remember getting up in Tim and Mike Dungan’s faces, poking my finger in their chests and
demanding that they get that “Dad” song on the record because it was a No. 1 record. Well, it
was one of the rare opportunities where I was right. The song was Brad’s first No. 1, and Brad
stopped a show last year to tell an arena full of people that story. My kid thought I was cool for
about half an hour.
Humble Pie: After Little Big Town’s first CD didn’t hit like it should have, Karen Fairchild
sent a possible single to me for the next CD: “Boondocks.” I thought it was brilliant, but way
too hip for the format and told her so. Two weeks later, Sony folded Monument and the band got
dropped. When they got picked up by Equity, I told Mike Kraski not to come with “Boondocks.”
He did anyway. I added it mostly because I believed so much in the band, knowing that it
probably wouldn’t work. When the requests started rolling in I assumed they had a good street
team. Then the callout started, and the song I insisted wouldn’t work went Top 5.
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Mike
Dungan

Capitol/Nashville
President/CEO

Happy Feat: When I started working with Trace Adkins on his
fourth album, his career wasn’t in desperate shape, but it could have
been if we didn’t make an immediate impact. He had recorded “I’m
Trying,” which was definitely a stretch, but I just knew it was a
smash. Neither Trace, management nor the promotion staff wanted it
as the first single. Trace’s exact words still burn in my head: “If I’m going to fail, I’d at least
like to have a hand in what I’m failing with.” But I got everyone to “just trust me.” We put it
out and I didn’t sleep for days. Then the positive comments and adds began to pour in. Trace
was back, the song went top 5, and we jump started the Chrome album, the re-beginning of
many platinum performances to come.      
Humble Pie: With the “minor” exception of Gretchen Wilson, The Jenkins came out of
CRS as the buzz act. But it was a major wakeup call with respect to the “split” at Country
radio. It was all about a song that no one at the label wanted to cut, much less pick as a single.
We included it on the album because it meant so much to the band. To the traditionalists,
“Blame It On Mama” was salvation. But the progressives hated it, and refused to air something
that referenced 20- to 30-year-old country songs. It was a standoff.
Without airplay from the left side of our radio panel, we stalled on the chart. And the minute
we did, the traditionalists bailed. Then we came back with the more contemporary “Getaway
Car,” which the progressives loved (Mark Evans still plays this), but the traditionalists howled
we had “ruined the band.” It was a lose-lose situation. From that moment on, I realized that
this format is divided between those who have been in country radio all their careers, and those
who came over from the pop world in the ‘90s.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I occasionally borrow a line from pop promo legend Matty “the
Humdinger” Singer. “You put this on, and I promise that if it ain’t a hit, I’ll come in there and
personally #@&% +*!$ &#@%!
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CBS Radio VP/Country,
KILT/Houston PD

Happy Feat: Brad Paisley played “He Didn’t Have to Be”
at a private PD meeting for what was then AM/FM. The entire
group and I were blown away. Arista added it to the project and
we supported it out of the box.
Humble Pie: I believed in Kelly Coffey’s
music and it worked great in Phoenix and
Houston, but I learned that Nashville controls
artists much more than radio. That’s the way it goes. I
feel for artists.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: When I programmed WESC/Greenville,
Garth released Fresh Horses and “Fever” was the first single. The CD was
scheduled to be released on a Tuesday, but our afternoon jock, Johnny
Reb, called me on the Friday before and said that a listener just bought the
new Garth CD at Target. So I went down, bought three copies and told the
store manager they shouldn’t sell any more until Tuesday or they would
get in trouble with the label – making sure my competition couldn’t buy it.
Subsequently, Capitol’s Bill Catino had to overnight the album to radio two days early.
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Clay
Hunnicutt

Clear Channel VP/Country;
WUBL/Atlanta PD

Happy Feat: Being there at the beginning of Kenny Chesney’s rise. He
used to come to WUSY (US-101)/Chattanooga and hang out in our break
room, playing guitar and chatting. We played all of his early records on
Capricorn before everyone knew him as the star he is today. He came back
on his first headlining tour and said, “Isn’t this crazy?” That’s one of the
things that makes country music so great – those relationships you’ll never forget.
Humble Pie: It wasn’t something that didn’t work, it was something that did and I missed –
Craig Morgan’s “Almost Home.” I liked his music but just didn’t hear that song the first 20 times.
Jon Loba even came and literally camped out at the radio station to get our attention. Once we
started playing the song, it just took off and became a huge hit for us and Craig. I was sorry we
were so blind earlier.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Brad Paisley was in our conference room introducing himself
and talking about this song he was going to sing that was written by Kelley Lovelace. I
stopped him and said, “Wait, who?” Kelley and I were friends in high school but had lost track
of each other over the years. It was so great to see a bright new artist playing an amazing song
written by a guy that I graduated high school with. What a crazy, small world.
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Rusty
Walker

Country Consultant

Happy Feat: Two acts that stick out are Alabama in the late
‘70s and Keith Urban in the late ‘90s. I was at WQYK & WQIK/
Tampa in the early days of Alabama, and we were early supporters,
giving them “big market support” even before they were signed to
RCA. The late Rick Shayne and I were both big fans of The Ranch
during their Capitol days. I remember telling Bill Catino on several
occasions that I thought Keith Urban had star quality.
 	 Humble Pie: There have been so many; I have the worst ears in country music. That’s
why I rely on the opinions of country music fans to shape my own opinions of a song. I am,
primarily, a country radio strategist and as a programmer, very “research-driven.” I was only a
music director for a couple of months, and quickly demoted.
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Mike
Peterson

WUSN/Chicago PD

Happy Feat: The adoption process of Sugarland (not including
regular tour visits) has included unique promotions that have put
them in front of thousands of locals at the first-ever Shedd Aquarium
concert on Lake Michigan, a private performance themed around their
song, “Baby Girl,” at the Ritz-Carlton, and a sold-out Chicago Theatre
concert benefiting St. Jude. Additionally, the Sugars have become true
friends of the radio station, literally making themselves available at a
moment’s notice for phoners, website content, teeth-whitening sessions and the occasional
surprise visit to just say hello. Ticket sales are big, record sales are high, and their Q factor
is at the level of most of our other superstars. Chicagoland definitely loves Sugarland!
 	 Can’t Make This Stuff Up: We got a laugh out of the simple packaging of Carrie
Underwood’s “So Small” CD, which came in a box big enough to sleep APD/MD Marci
Braun. In the strange category, I’d go with an unnamed artist’s hands-on approach when
discussing his new CD while sitting in my office. To say it was a surprise to suddenly feel his
hand on my upper thigh would be a dramatic understatement.
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Marc
Chase

Clear Channel SRVPP

Happy Feat: In Tampa in 1989-1990, Stevie B. was a virtually ignored
artist. A half-dozen songs became massive hits for [WFLZ] the Power Pig,
and Stevie wound up being a member of our dysfunctional family. I think
he still calls Jeff Kapugi on his birthday.
continued on Page 18

Humble Pie: Today there are a few current country songs that have
the potential to cross over into the mainstream. Many of our mainstream
programmers object to playing the songs due to “the way it sounds.” I was thrilled
to see Carrie Underwood’s “Before He Cheats” do well at stations who gave her
a legitimate shot. Kenny Chesney and Uncle Kracker’s “When The Sun Goes
Down” had the same potential, but it was a little too early in the acceptance curve.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: When [UMG President] Monte Lipman was just
a music mogul in the making, someone decided it would be a great idea to make
him bring 20/20 cameras on a music call. He didn’t go home with an add.
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Butch
Waugh

Happy Feat: RCA serviced radio the lead single, “Time Of My
Life,” from the Dirty Dancing soundtrack three times before it finally
hit. Our initial shipments to the accounts were somewhere in the 50,000
to 100,000 range, but if we had known the project was going to sell in
excess of 15 million we might have shipped more. That album came at a
time when RCA as a company really needed a hit.
In country, Kenny Chesney’s career has become the biggest story I have
ever been involved with. I met him in 1997, and all he ever wanted was to
make great music, put on a great show and satisfy his fans. To this day, he
works as hard as ever, pays attention to detail, loves his fans and continues
to give them every ounce of energy he has.
Humble Pie: The “scan driver.” The accounts feel it, the consumer wants to own it, you can
fill momentum building, only to hear the words, “It is not testing.” It’s gut-wrenching. Scans get
the attention of tour promoters, TV, print and will drive a career, but when the song goes away at
radio, all the momentum goes with it.
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Becky
Brenner
KMPS/Seattle PD

Happy Feat: I take great pride in my 2000 CRS campaign to recruit
people to take the limos to Ocean Way Studios to hear this new group,
Rascal Flatts. I went three times and told every person I saw that they had
to hear this group. Many – Tim Closson, Tim Roberts, Michael J. Fox –
were doing the same thing, but there were naysayers. It’s thrilling to see
the band’s success.
Humble Pie: I still believe in the talents of Mark McGuinn, Ryan Shupe
& The Rubber Band and John Corbett. I have also been humbled by the songs/artists I didn’t “get”
in the beginning – Kenny Chesney and The Dixie Chicks, to name two.   No one is 100% right all
of the time and, in the end, the listeners will determine the hits.
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Mike
Curb

Curb Records
Chairman

Jimmy
Harnen

Capitol/Nashville SVPP

Happy Feat: Of late, having Luke Bryan’s debut single, “All My
Friends Say,” hit the top 10 32 weeks after we shipped it is really
gratifying. Luke and the entire team worked very hard and traveled
many miles. Everyone just put their heads down and kept pedaling.
Humble Pie: Anytime any record stops short of the goal, it is
heartbreaking. Trace Adkins’ “Arlington” was one of those for me. While
it did receive a lot of airplay and did reach No. 15, I truly felt it was a No. 1 record. I lost a lot of
sleep during that time rethinking everything and trying to find a way through. To this day, that
song stops me in my tracks whenever I hear it on the radio. It’s extraordinary.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I have sent photos of myself to radio dressed up as a turkey,
a leprechaun, Uncle Sam with Randy Travis, Austin Powers with Linda Davis as Agent
Kensington, a bumblebee with my then six-month-old son Luke, as a nun with Toby Keith,
a knight, a Hershey’s Kiss with Jessica Andrews, and have walked around Nashville radio
remotes dressed up as one of Eric Church’s “two pink lines,” just to name a few. Perhaps the
strangest thing is that I don’t find this strange.

Bill
Catino

UMG/Nashville EVPP

Happy Feat: I’m pretty proud of breaking Meat Loaf. We were a small,
five-man label called Cleveland International – a Cinderella story in the
making. Everyone at our distributor, CBS-Epic, thought we were crazy
to think we had a shot at getting this 250-plus-pound rocker to work. We
believed that this is a “no rules” business and the people love underdogs.
And 19 million albums later, not counting bootlegs, everyone was a believer.
And I’d be lying if I said that breaking all the sales and chart records
for more than a decade with Garth wasn’t equally thrilling. Everyone acts
like the old R&R never existed, but we had so many firsts. First with
more than four weeks at No. 1. First to debut inside the top 10. It was a great feeling, and
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Randy
Goodman

Lyric Street President

Sony BMG/Nashville EVP
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I’m sticking around long enough, hopefully, to see that passion and
excitement come back.
Humble Pie: Closing Cleveland International two years after selling
19 million albums. Also, getting excited about a new act, getting radio on
board, but not the audience.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Pulling up to a station in a long, black Caddy,
opening the trunk and telling the PD to jump in is always fun. Kidding!

Happy Feat: September 11 happened on a Tuesday. That next Monday morning, Aaron
Tippin was sitting in his truck outside the Lyric Street offices waiting for someone to show
up, and I just happened to be first. He played “Where The Stars And Stripes And Eagle Fly.”
I turned it down after the first chorus and started calling people in to hear it. Everyone started
brainstorming, we came up with the idea for the Red Cross donation and by the next morning
were downloading the song to radio – one of the first times we’d ever
done that. Not to diminish anything else we’ve ever done as a label, but
that was a uniquely inspirational moment – a chance for us to make a
difference doing what we do.
Humble Pie: I believe in Sarah Buxton, but it’s been frustrating. And
I don’t blame radio; a lot of major market stations have championed
her. Maybe it’s a little too edgy for its time, but she’s such a uniquely
gifted talent as a writer, vocalist and stylist. My commitment is that
we’ll figure it out, but right now that one’s got the freshest sting. It’s an
open wound.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’m searching for one that won’t get me
jailed or disowned by family, church or current employer. I’ll go to two
extremes. The first was when we first started with Lyric Street and the
CMA was having its board meeting in Los Angeles. Being naïve, I called the head of synergy
at Disney and suggested a reception for the board at Disney Studios. When the time came, we
got off the buses and were greeted by Beauty & The Beast, Cinderella, the Seven Dwarves,
Mickey and Minnie, and had an incredible banquet. Michael Eisner himself came out to greet
the board, then they sectioned everyone off and gave them tours of the animation studios, the
Armageddon set or the Imagineering facility. It was an unbelievably huge spectacle and we
were all blown away.
The other story is from Lyric Street’s early days when adds were hard to come by. Our Southeast
regional, Theresa Durst, kept hearing from PDs how tight things were, how tough it was to get
something new on the playlist. So she bought a box of Astroglide, which is a sex aid, and sent bottles
of the stuff to all her programmers with a note that said, “Maybe this will help with your tight lists.”
And of course, that opened things up and allowed us to get a bunch of adds.
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Joel
Burke

KYGO/Denver PD

Happy Feat: Most recently, Jack Ingram’s “Wherever You Are.” We
were the first station outside the state of Texas to play the song. Watching
it go No. 1 was awesome.
Humblse Pie: My biggest disappointment in the past couple of
years was my belief and support of Hanna McEuen. I learned the
hard way that sometimes the most talented artists can fall through the
cracks in Nashville. Also, sometimes artists and songs are just too
artistic for the format.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: A record rep once said to me, “Come on, Joel, play the song. It
sucks less than their last one.” I don’t think this person is in the business anymore.
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Mike Moore
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Entercom VP/Country; KWJJ/Portland PD

Lindy

Sirius Satellite Radio
Country PD

Happy Feat: Taylor Swift blew me away at Toby Keith’s CRS guitar
pull a few years ago. I rattled the phones and email at Big Machine
demanding music. We put 4 songs into rotation and got amazing
response. I know I’m waaaay out on a limb to say this about a new and
very young artist, but I truly believe she’s going to be huge over the next
few decades.
Humble Pie: I was programming WPOC/Baltimore when I first heard
Brian McComas’ CD sampler. I got him on a WPOC concert, played the
music and tried to get our music meeting excited about it. In the end, a
handful of our listeners felt like I did, but that handful wasn’t enough. The
lesson was this: it’s not about what I (or any PD) thinks of the song. From
time to time, every one of us should stick their neck out on an unknown
record that they truly believe that’s what keeps radio exciting. But the audience decides.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’ve started to answer this question about 10 times...and deleted
every one of them. However, I’d like to answer it in detail between 2am and 4am at CRS 2008
somewhere near the Bridge Bar. See? Now we all get to keep our jobs! I love this business.
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Mike
Kennedy

Wilkes/Kansas City Dir./
Programming; KBEQ/KC PD

Happy Feat: Blake Shelton was in the middle of a label shuffle way
back when, and it really felt like they were going to let “Austin” just go
away. So KBEQ and a couple of other stations started really banging the
single and, hopefully, helped turn this into the hit song it truly was.
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Skip
Bishop

Arista/Nashville VPP

Happy Feat: After the astounding success Lonestar’s “Amazed” enjoyed at Country,
Butch Waugh came to New York, played it for me and said, “What do you think?”
We mapped out a plan for Pop radio and I began the laborious task of knocking on
closed doors. Top 40 was in a dance music moment and there was little to no Country
crossover activity, but after wearing them down, my friends at Z100/New York
agreed to one midday spin...and all hell broke loose. The phones went
nuts and their early research was massive. “Amazed” went on to be a
multi-week No. 1 Pop record.
Humble Pie: Radio’s lack of enthusiasm for Alan Jackson’s “Red
on a Rose” album. It’s a brilliant piece of music – one people will
continue discovering for years.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I was asked to meet an artist on
Saturday in the presidential suite of a lavish Los Angeles hotel to
explain the difference between reported charts and the newly emerged
detection- and audience-driven chart. I asked if I could bring my then
11-year-old daughter, Elizabeth, and was told it was fine. The security
was massive and were we escorted on a private elevator and met by
four guys with suits and walkie talkies.
Sir Elton greeted us at the door in a beautiful silk kimono and an army of aides poured our
teas, moved the room temp up and down, adjusted the light in the room and fluffed couch pillows
while I explained this new chart methodology. My daughter, meanwhile, was bowling with
apples from Elton’s fruit basket, doing somersaults off the furniture and teaching the security
guards “The Hokey Pokey.” It was quite a snapshot.
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JOEL
RAAB

Country Consultant

Happy Feat: One of my clients was playing “Good Morning
Beautiful” as an album cut, and getting huge response. Once the song
was released as a single, I knew it was a hit and helped spread the
word. The No. 1 couldn’t have happened to a nicer guy, Steve Holy.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Ten years ago a label ran a contest for PDs, MDs and consultants.
To be entered to win, you had to guess the peak chart position that song would reach. I thought the
song was pretty bad, so my guess was “will not chart.” It didn’t. I was the only one who made that
prediction, and won. The label was gracious enough to give me the prize.
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MICHAEL
O’MALLEY
Country Consultant

Happy Feat: The first time I heard John Michael Montgomery’s “Life’s A
Dance,” I thought it was a special song. I don’t know if WYNY/New York
was the first to add it or not, but Steve Blatter, who was my MD at the time,
agreed to add it on the spot.   
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’ll always remember a CMA Awards afterparty where I was walking over to congratulate Kix Brooks and introduce
myself. But before I had the chance, he asked if I could bring a bottle of champagne to his table.
Apparently, my tuxedo was similar to those of the waitstaff and he’d mistaken me for a waiter.
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KEVIN
HERRING
Lyric Street VPP

Happy Feat: Hearing Aaron Tippin’s “Where The Stars And Stripes And Eagle Fly” in Randy
Goodman’s office after 9/11 and seeing it show up on nearly every
Country radio station in America in a matter of days.
Humble Pie: I’m not really sure what went wrong or why it didn’t
happen, but I thought SHeDaisy’s “In Terms Of Love” was a can’tmiss smash. I still feel that way. Sometimes, despite your best efforts, a
great song falls victim to the system and timing.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I was working a Larry Boone record for
Mercury. New York City wasn’t exactly a friendly market for Larry, and
WYNY MD Steve Blatter was fighting me tooth-and-nail. I arranged a
dinner with him at a Manhattan restaurant, and before the dinner I went
to the restaurant to arrange with the maître d’ to play Larry’s song over
the restaurant’s sound system during dinner. Amazing the spins you can
get for $10 (payola is legal in a restaurant). Halfway through our meal,
the Larry Boone record eased its way into the music mix much, to Mr.
Blatter’s surprise. He was so amazed I went to such trouble that he added the record. “Don’t
Give Candy To A Stranger” went on to be a top 10 song.
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Coyote
Calhoun

WAMZ/Louisville PD

Happy Feat: Mercury brought Toby Keith to town for dinner in early
1993. He was from Oklahoma, I’m from Oklahoma. He’s a big Sooners
fan, I’m a big Sooners fan. I got along so well with him, I thought, “I
really hope he can sing.” A couple months later, Mercury brought the
Triple Play bill into town – John Brannen, Shania Twain and Toby. We’d
just started playing “Shoulda Been A Cowboy” and I thought he was
going to be a star. A few years later, George Briner stopped by to play
me a song called, “How Do You Like Me Now?!” I loved it first time
through, and that doesn’t happen often. George called Toby on the spot and I told him this was
going to be the biggest song of his career. It made me feel good because I’d been a supporter
from the start.
Humble Pie: The Catherine Britt record. She’s young and it’s early in her career, so it could still
happen. But I thought “What I Did Last Night” would be a monster and went out on a limb for it.
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Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Warner Bros. brought a duo in to
play Coyote’s, a local club I have a piece of. They had this beautiful
girl singing backup for them who had enough moxie to go around
introducing herself to people and sign autographs. She had all the
earmarks of being a star, and later became one. Faith Hill. Another
time, RCA brought John Rich in as part of the New Faces of Country
series, and he had Gretchen Wilson singing backup. Now I make a
point of meeting all the people who play in the bands. You never
know.

Bob
Moody

Regent VP/Programming

Happy Feat: In 1994 Merle Haggard had a legitimate No. 1 hit at
WPOC/Baltimore with a song called, “In My Next Life,” even though it
peaked at No. 58 on the national charts. Someone gave me a phone number
and asked that I call Haggard, who thanked me for having the “courage” to
play his music. That meant a lot to me and I’ll never forget it.
Humble Pie: I’ve eaten so much “crow” over the years that it’s one of
my major food groups. I told Tom Schuyler that the downside of signing
Kenny Chesney would be that he was too scrawny to ever star in a video.
Thankfully, he didn’t pay any attention to me. I was also convinced that
a female group called Evangeline would be the biggest act since Garth
Brooks. Their only single died at No. 70 on the national charts.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: In 1991, I convinced a Mercury rep that I couldn’t add “It’s
Chitlin’ Time” by the Kentucky HeadHunters because it wouldn’t be right to play a song about
pork during Rosh Hashanah.
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Blair
Garner

After Midnight and Blair
Garner Show Host

Happy Feat: Collin Raye’s “What if Jesus Comes Back Like That”
wasn’t a single, and wasn’t going to be. But I believed in it and put it
on with a vengeance. Epic wasn’t the least bit happy that within only
a week or so – thanks to After MidNite affiliates joining the campaign
– we got “What if Jesus Comes Back Like That” within one or two
positions of their official release, “One Boy, One Girl.”
I’m not going to lie, Jack Lameier had a few choice words for me, but he and I laugh about it
now. Ultimately, Epic threw its support behind the song. Collin thanks me profusely whenever
I see him. And every year when Christmas time rolls around, I get a special feeling of pride for
pushing as hard as I did.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Back in my CHR days, I worked with Jessica Ettinger, MD at
WPLJ/New York. We were between PDs and a listener sent her a cassette of some European
release by an unnamed artist with many No. 1 hits who couldn’t get a record deal. It sounded like
George Michael, but neither she nor I could identify the singer. Jessica called the listener and I
saw her jaw drop as she mouthed, “Donny Osmond!”
At the time our competitor, Z100, was calling us “Wimp Radio,” so we couldn’t very well
play a purple-socked Donny Osmond. Or so it seemed. After a little brainstorming, we put it on
as our “PLJ Mystery Artist.” If it connected with the listeners, great. If not, we’d just drop it and
nobody would be the wiser.
Within one week “Soldier of Love” became far and away our most-requested song. And,
since it was an import, it was our exclusive. Man, did Z100 hate that. Jessica called Bill Waite,
Donny’s then-manager, who about had a coronary. He agreed to fly an incredibly grateful and
disbelieving Donny to be on with Jim Kerr, our legendary morning man. We promoted the reveal
to Gotham City and had a buzz going like I’d never known. When Kerr introduced Donny, the
place went nuts! John Fagot of Capitol Records was listening, and within minutes called the
station and offered Donny a deal. “Soldier” went all the way to No. 1.
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Mike
Culotta
WQYK/Tampa PD

Happy Feat: We were the first ones on Big & Rich in America. The
label sent us the advance, and [MD] Jay Roberts and I absolutely loved
it. We had multiple cuts on the air at the same time. They came into the
market prior to the album coming out, and people were singing along to
every song. It was a touching moment for them, and for us.
Humble Pie: We have always loved the Warren Brothers and played
their music. And Joe Galante and the folks over there have made repeated attempts to get it going.
Maybe in today’s environment the result would be different.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Sawyer Brown’s “800 Pound Jesus” isn’t a song we were instantly on,
and we had lots of discussions with the label, which really wanted us to play it. At one point Jay made
a sarcastic comment that if an 800-pound Jesus showed up it would be a sign for us to spin it. Sure
enough, the next day Brooks Quigley from Curb went to a garden store and sent us a Jesus statue. We
called him and told him it only weighed 150 or 200 pounds, and he said, “I’ve got four more, I can
send them down.” We played the record, and one of our DJs still has the statue in his backyard.
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Kerry
Wolfe

WMIL/Milwaukee PD

Happy Feat: While working in Colorado Springs at KKCS, I was
cleaning my one-bedroom apartment on a beautiful Saturday afternoon. I
was getting bored, but just happened to have brought home a VHS EPK of
a new act. I popped it in and heard “Much Too Young (To Feel This Damn
Old),” as well as “The Dance” and “If Tomorrow Never Comes.” I was
blown away and called every friend I had in radio at the time and told them
how ginormous this Garth Brooks guy was going to be. Most thought I was
crazy, but I made Colorado Springs believers from the start.
Humble Pie: Van Zant’s “That Scares Me” didn’t happen and I was a huge believer, jumping
way out in front. I’m not sure why it didn’t happen; I still think it was one of the most relatable
songs I’ve ever heard. Another song I tried to make a hit was Kenny Chesney’s “Tin Man.” Les
Acree told me about Kenny, I checked it out and fell in love with the song. It was re-released a
few years later and didn’t work then, either.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Seeing Bill Heltemes from Atlantic standing on a scissors lift at
6am dressed in a Superman outfit trying to get me to play a Craig Morgan song. Hours later, I

Fall Out Buy
Labels Shake Their Year-End Money Makers

M

ore than ever, Nashville’s labels are hoping for a blockbuster
holiday sales season to prop up slumping numbers. And as
much as ever, Country radio could use a few big hits to boost
the fall book. So, in addition to airtight analysis, industry-leading news
coverage, the occasional free coffee mug and bizarre pop culture references, one of the services Country Aircheck likes to provide is a preview
of upcoming single and album releases. The hope is that within this
busy slate of music, both radio and the labels will find a tonic to quench
their mighty thirsts. Read on!

1720 Entertainment
“Country Girl” Rissi Palmer gets the
undivided attention of Bill Macky and the 1720
staff through year-end. Palmer’s self-titled debut

Rissi
Palmer
for the newly launched Nashville division of
1720 hits retail Oct. 23. She’s the only country
artist featured in the “Who’s New” section of
Yahoo! Music, she has an exclusive Starbucks
EP that’s been a top 5 seller on iTunes, and page
views to her MySpace site jumped 400,000 in
just the first nine weeks of the single’s release.

Arista

“Arista’s autumn is going to be crazy,”
raves lead cowboy Skip Bishop. “We’re getting
in position to have back-to-back chart-toppers
with Brooks & Dunn, Brad Paisley and
Carrie Underwood.” Guess we can call Skip
“Tony Promo.”
Jason Michael Carroll is “exploding”
at radio with what Bishop describes as stellar
research, sales, ringtones and video play.
The single, of course, is “Living Our Love
Song.” Keith Anderson’s “Sunday Morning in
America” has the Arista team’s full attention, as
it sets the stage for his second album following
the gold Three Chord Country.
“The group that’s really causing a stir in
the Nashville community is our new Arista
family band, Jypsi,” Bishop says. “This group
of remarkably talented siblings has a substantial
digital buzz already, and they are beginning to
draw tons of critical and media attention.” First
single “Love is a Drug” is due mid-September,
and the Blake Chancey-produced album will
bow in February.
“Jypsi are pure original talent,” Bishop
says. “There’s nothing like them and there never

has been. They are remarkable musicians and
range in age from 16 to 25. Because they’re a
family, they have been playing together their
entire lives.”

Big Machine

Our hero Jack Purcell and his trusted
promotion sidekick John Zarling are calling
for a “full throttle” fourth quarter from the
Big Machine. In case you missed it, the label
is working “More Than A Memory,” the lead
single from Garth Brooks’ upcoming Pearl
Records hits collection, due Nov. 6. “Early
buzz is extraordinary,” say the J’s – P and Z.
“Expect more unique marketing opportunities
surrounding the album launch to be announced in
the coming weeks.”
The BMR crew is also revving up for
the first studio release in two years from
Trisha Yearwood, led by the single, “Heaven,
Heartache And The Power Of Love.” Info about
album premiere programming in conjunction
with the album’s Nov. 13 street date is
forthcoming.
Also at the top of the promotion effort list is
“Our Song”, the new single from Taylor Swift’s
platinum-plus self-titled release. A limited
edition enhanced package of Swift’s debut album
hits stores Nov. 6.
Danielle Peck’s single, “Bad For Me”
continues to be a focus, supported by heavy
rotations on the video networks and a GAC Short
Cuts campaign. And Peck’s sophomore album is
due in stores Jan. 15.
Jack Ingram’s current single, “Measure
Of A Man” will be worked through its peak,
“continuing his streak of more than 95
consecutive weeks on the singles charts.” The
fifth single from This Is It, “Maybe She’ll Get
Lonely,” is expected at radio in November, just in
time for his run on the Dierks Bentley fall tour.

Capitol

As the scabs on our knees, palms and
shins heal from Dungan’s Pub Crawl, Senior
Senor Jimmy Harnen and his charges are
busy executing a finely tuned fall plan.
Already in the rotation are new singles from
Trace Adkins, “I Got My Game On,” as
well as Keith Urban’s “Everybody” and the
title track from Eric Church’s debut album,
“Sinners Like Me.” Getting back to Adkins,
the new tune is from his next album release, as
yet untitled and due in December.

Shauna
Faegen

Finally, Jimmy says to look for the new
album from Chris Cagle, which will include
the single, “What Kinda Gone,” in stores early
in the new year.

Category 5

 	
Travis Tritt’s label debut, The Storm, landed
in stores Aug. 21 and the single, “Never Take
Me Dancing,” has been the focus for the David
Shaw-led promotion force. “The fall and new year
will usher in two huge ballads from Tritt,” Shaw
says of what’s to come. “’Something Stronger
Than Me’ and ‘What If Love Hangs On’ are both
giant slices of what Country radio has been asking
the label to serve up by Travis. Eat up!”
Cat 5 is also readying new artist Shauna
Faegen, who will be doing an extensive
promotional tour this fall. “Beware, once she
starts singing in your office or conference room
your staff will immediately stop working and
rush to see where this amazing voice is coming
from,” Shaw says. The 22-year-old is “ready to
wow the world with an amazing talent and fresh
sound that country fans are bound to love!”

CO5/Nashville

And in September, Capitol is
introducing Lady Antebellum, comprised
of Charles Kelley, Hillary Scott and Dave
Haywood. “They’re currently out meeting
Country radio as well as playing live dates,”
Harnen says. Their inaugural album should
land early in 2008.

Darlene Starr says the CO5 team is
centering its promotion efforts on six releases
through year-end. Tracy Lawrence’s “Til I Was
A Daddy Too,” the follow-up to his recent No.
1 on Rocky Comfort, is already making its run.
The Disney release, “Ready, Set, Don’t Go,” by
Billy Ray Cyrus, is also at the center of CO5’s
promotion plans.
For Rounder, the team is setting up Alison
Krauss’ “Simple Love,” while “18 Video Tapes”
from Baccerstick’s Jason Meadows is already on
the rise. And on the newly formed Parallel Records,
Jeremy McComb has the single, “Wagon Wheel.”
Finally, Starr reports that CO5 will be
implementing an album awareness marketing
and promotion campaign for an upcoming
Dwight Yoakam tribute to Buck Owens.
Dwight Sings Buck is due in stores Oct. 23 on
New West Records.

BNA

Veep Rick Moxley and the rest of the
BNA spin seekers are already pushing on with
“Don’t Blink,” the second single from Kenny
Chesney’s Just Who I Am: Poets & Pirates,
released Sept. 11. “Knowing the Chesney
song’s pace,” Mox says, “I wouldn’t be
surprised to get to a third single before or just
after the holiday break.”
Kellie Pickler’s “Things That Never Cross
A Man’s Mind” has generated some creative
promotion ideas, but we’ve been ordered to hold
our tongues, on penalty of chickens.
Terri Clark will have new music in late
September or early October in the form of a
single titled, “My Next Life.”
Finally, by the time this article hits, BNA
may be settled on the next single from Sarah
Johns, but that decision could be difficult
considering the depth of her debut album.
Big Love In A Small Town, out Aug. 28, has
already given us “The One In The Middle,”
and Moxley says there a number of radioready cuts on the record.

Broken Bow

Like a message in a bottle, the handiwork
of former veep Jon Loba calls from the past
and reveals the BBR promotion team’s ongoing
endeavors. Jason Aldean’s “Laughed Until
We Cried” and Craig Morgan’s “International
Harvester” are already percolating and bound to
brew up a full head of steam deep into the fourth
quarter. “We’ll continue to work our new act for
2007,” Loba writes, “Crossin Dixon.” That’s
obviously the proverbial “we.”

Lady Antebellum
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chart record that isn’t self-penned. Haley notes,
however, that Black did write or co-write a good
portion of the album.
Joining Black on tour, and in the hearts and
minds of Equity’s promotion staff, is Laura
Bryna. Her Equity debut hits retail Nov. 20,
preceded at radio by the single, “Make A Wish.”
The song, written with her manager/producer
Richard Sarchet, is related to the well-respected
children’s charity for which she has been a
volunteer since her youth.
“Just when you thought it was safe, Kevin
Fowler has reunited with Equity,” Haley jokes.
You may remember Fowler’s debut with the
label four years ago, and now he’s back with
Bring It On, due in stores Sept. 25. “Long Line
Of Losers” is making air waves in Fowler’s

Columbia

Laura Bryna

VP Jimmy Rector sets Columbia’s agenda,
leading with the current Van Zant single, “Goes
Down Easy,” from the Oct. 9 album, My Kind
Of Country. “The title says it all with this song,”
Rector says.
On Sept. 17, the Columbia staff rolls out
“Girl Next Door” from Cole Deggs & The
Lonesome. A month later, Oct. 15 is the impact
date for Gretchen Wilson’s “You Don’t Have
To Go Home.” “Everybody says they want asskicking country music from Gretchen,” Rector
says. “Well that’s what’s coming.
“We’ll have a new single from Miranda
Lambert, as well,” Jimmy adds.

Country Thunder

The Mayne man says the new single from
Heartland,“Once A Woman Gets A Hold Of Your
Heart,” is front-and-center through the end of the
year. “It’s written and produced by John Rich,”

native Texas, and Equity is starting to feel the
impact in neighboring states, as well. “His
fan base has tripled since his debut, and we’re
hoping to establish him more as a national act,”
Haley says.
Another big red circle on the Equity
calendar is Nov. 6, when Little Big Town’s
sophomore album for the label drops at retail.
“After 1.2 million albums sold, we’re very
excited to have another round of music,” Haley
says. The Wayne Kirkpatrick-produced “I’m With
The Band” is already moving at radio, and LBT
are slotted on the CMT Tour which rolls Sept. 27
through year-end. “I can’t go anywhere without
someone congratulating us for their success,”
Haley says, “and Country radio certainly shares
in that.”

Jamie Lee Thurston
Bill says, “and wowing people everywhere.” A
new album is in the works; look for it in January.
Soon to join Heartland in thundering across
the country is a new single from Jamie Lee
Thurston titled, “Dear God.” Thurston wrote
and produced the cut, and will be out with CT’s
airplay-advocating promo staff on a radio tour in
support of the October release.

Curb, Curb/Asylum

Carson James sees big hits in Curb’s
future, starting with the August release, “Power
Of One,” from Bomshel. “It’s a poignant, cool,
cutting song,” James reports. “And you’ve never
seen a band that can work a live show the way
they do without a hit single. They play rock
shows and go over big. They’re pretty intense.”
Texan newcomer Star Diazlon will get
her introduction to Country radio with a single
due sometime this fall. On the Curb/Asylum
side of the fence, the next addition on the
schedule is “Miss Difficult” from Cowboy
Crush, due in November.
Looking ahead, Rodney Atkins and Clay
Walker are both likely to have new singles
before the year’s out. As for albums, LeAnn
Rimes bows with Family Oct. 9. “She cowrote almost every song on the album with her
husband, Dean, and many other great Nashville
songwriters,” James says.

Equity

“Strong One,” the first single from a
forthcoming Clint Black album, heads the Equity
list. “Clint is on his most focused tour schedule in
quite awhile to support the album,” reports promo
domo David Haley. “And he’s been very active
in setting up the single at radio.”
Black has reunited with producer James
Stroud for the album, and the single is his first
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Lofton Creek

Padre Borchetta has a full complement
of album and single releases lined up. Former
American Idol contestant Carmen Rasmussen
has Nothin’ Like The Summer set for release,
joining the disc offering by Kristina Cornell
titled, It’s A Girl Thing, containing her song,
“Little Red Balloon.”
As for singles, the Drew Davis Band has
“Back There All The Time.” Borchetta calls them
“the best live band in country music.” Also on tap
is Mark Chesnutt’s “Rollin’ With The Flow.”
“I heard Mark’s ‘Too Cold At Home’ before he
signed with MCA and tried to get him to join us

Cook And Glenn

at Curb before I signed Tim McGraw, but was
unable to,” Mike says. “Now, 15 years later, I did
it. This will be our biggest hit.”
Radio can also expect “I Give,” a single
featuring Shawn King and Willie Nelson. The
wedding song is being sold through the label’s
website and other digital distributors.
Cook and Glenn, the duo featuring
Alabama’s Jeff Cook, has “She Only Calls
Me When She’s Drunk,” and Nashville duo
Townsend and O’Donnell have “Cowboys
Got It,” which Borchetta predicts will “be a
monster in Texas.”

giving him the uncontested all-time record. He’s
currently tied at 55 with Conway Twitty.

Mercury

Marcel

Lyric Street

“Without question, the big album for us is
Rascal Flatts’ Still Feels Good, in stores Sept.
25,” says the ambassador to radio from Disney’s
world, Kevin Herring. “The guys have once
again raised the bar. If it was possible for them to
take it up another level, I really think they have.
This is the best of their five albums. They wrote a
couple of the songs themselves and there’s some
really special stuff on this record.”
Mid-September brings “Good To Be Us,”
the follow-up from Bucky Covington’s selftitled debut album. The Lyric Street cast will
still be writing the script for Trent Tomlinson’s
latest hit, and Josh Gracin’s next audio flick
should premiere in October. The Gracin song will
advance new music due at retail sometime in the
first quarter.
Herring and friends are working now to
set up Marcel for a December launch. The
accomplished writer (Gracin’s “Nothin’ To Lose,”
Flatts’ “Backwards”) wrote or co-wrote his entire
album, produced by Marty Williams.
Additionally, the house of mouse will have
a follow-up Flatts single at the appropriate time,
and Herring reports that Sarah Buxton is back
in the studio cutting new tracks radio will get a
crack at early next year. He closes with one final
thought: “Don’t wait. Whenever you see a Lyric
Street record, just run it right into the studio.”

The guy in the veep seat, John Ettinger, is
crazy ‘bout Mercury’s slate of releases, starting
with Billy Currington’s next album. This will be
the third from the platinum-selling Currington,
and should drop sometime in the fall. “We’re
riding a wave of success with two No. 1s on the
second album,” Ettinger says. “And from what I
hear, what he’s going through right now has been
truly cathartic. He’s excited what it’s doing to the
sound of his music.”
Also on deck is a second single from
Halfway To Hazard, although which cut is still
TBA. “I’ll say this, many of our friends at radio
have chimed in and one thing is certain: The
band’s debut release is full of songs people love,”
Ettinger says. “Bottom line, Mercury will not
stop working this amazing project.”
H2H, he adds, have performed 30 shows
on the Soul2Soul II tour, including 12 on the big
stage. “Nothing but good reviews,” Ettinger says.
Another single release from Bon Jovi’s
gold-selling Lost Highway album is expected, as
is a fourth single from Sugarland’s Enjoy The
Ride. Ettinger is mum on which track Sugarland
will bring, but says it could be the vocal event of
the fall.
“In other news,” he says, “we’re gearing up
for Sugarland’s first headlining tour.” The CMT
bill, which also includes Little Big Town and Jake
Owen, starts Sept. 27. “The whole Universal team
is excited to work with Country radio on this tour,”
Ettinger says. “That includes Bruce Shindler.”

MCA

“The Reba/Kelly duet, ‘Because of You,’
continues to research through the roof,” says
Veep Royce Risser. “It’s Reba’s fastest-moving
single in a decade, and is poised to peak around
the release of Reba Duets on Sept. 18.”
A new studio album by Gary Allan
streets Oct. 23, and the MCA crew is working
“Watching Airplanes” with gusto. Josh Turner’s
third album, Low Country, bows Nov. 6. Risser
says first single “Firecracker” is Turner’s fastestmoving single ever.
The next single from George Strait, “How
‘Bout Them Cowgirls,” is building toward
becoming a monumental record. When it tops
out, “Cowgirls” will be Strait’s 56th No. 1,

Whiskey Falls

The Road Hammers

Midas

It’s all about focus for Rob Dalton and
the Midas promotion staff. Emerson Drive’s
“You Still Own Me,” the third single from their
album, Countrified, is at the forefront of the
label’s efforts.
At retail, Sept. 25 brings the self-titled debut
from the immensely talented four-piece Whiskey
Falls. The band’s “Last Train Running” continues
its roll up the chart.

single plans are, ahem, up in the air. “They’ve
got this song, ‘Texas 101.’ We’re seeing a lot
of smoke in that region for it, so we’re going to
follow that and see if there’s any fire there before
locking in the next single.”

“Walkin’,” is due in September from her album,
Heaven On Earth Down Here.
“We’re also excited about another
artist we’re working with as part of our new
partnership with Compadre Records,” Allums
says. He’s referring to Trent Willmon’s “There
Is A God,” which has an impact date of Sept.
17. The album, Broken In, is due Jan. 22.
Rodney Clawson, Dan Frizsell and Willmon
produced.

Nine North

The slate is clean but the plate is full for
Larry Pareigis and company, as this fall is the

The Roys

Montage

When not imparting his culinary wisdom on
only the most fortunate airplay decision makers,
head promo poobah Mike Wilson is directing his
team in setting up The Road Hammers. “We’re
starting to get out and play music to radio,” he
says, adding hints at a couple October showcases
for the band. They’re finishing up their album,
and a single launch is expected this quarter.
Montage is continuing to work Andy
Griggs’ new album, Tattoo Rose, and the single,
“What If It’s Me,” should be ramping up as this
goes to print. Griggs’ new music is produced by
master songwriter Frank Myers.
The introduction of newcomer Minnie
Murphy is also in order. Murphy is finishing her
debut album and playing some major festivals as
she readies her single launch.
Big plans for Little Texas, who will log
more than 100 tour dates this year. Wilson says

first for his new venture. Already working at
radio is Ty Herndon and his single, “Mighty,
Mighty Love,” in partnership with Pyramid
Records. From the album, Right About Now, the
song was written by hitmakers Darrell Brown,
Dennis Matkosky and Tim Nichols.
Hailing from Fitchburg, MA, or as Pareigis
likes to call it, “the hotbed of country music,”
are new traditionalist brother & sister duo The
Roys and their debut Pedestal/Nine North single,
“Workin’ Girl Blues.” Their debut album is
expected in early ‘08.

Katie Armiger
Now visiting radio to introduce his first new
music in three years is John Berry on Clear Sky/
Nine North. The single, “A Woman Like You,”
is from the Q1 album, Those Were The Days.
“John’s very passionate about this Tim Nicholsand Craig Wiseman-penned, Kerry Kurt Phillipsproduced song,” Pareigis says.
Finally, the partnership with Combustion
Music brings the Chris Farren-produced Brent
Keith single, “Looking For A Road (Theme
From Dale). “This is the closing theme – and
only new song – on the soundtrack for the CMT
Films/NASCAR Images major motion picture
Dale,” Pareigis explains. The film is the story of
legendary racer Dale Earnhardt, as narrated by
Paul Newman. “Don’t miss the closing credits,”
Pareigis adds. “The bloopers rock.”
And one more shot from Larry: “Have an
awesome fall book – and did I mention that all
these Nine North songs are tempo?”

RCA

Nipper National Doug Baker opens with
the Jake Owens single, “Something About A
Woman,” reporting the promo crew’s “extreme
excitement” about the tune. “The first two were a

Chuck Wicks

Quarterback

QB QB Chris Allums says his staff’s been
burning the tires off with radio stops advancing
the recently released debut from the talented
Katie Armiger. A new single from actress/singer
Beverley Mitchell (7th Heaven, Saw II) titled,

success, and radio really seems to like this one...
and Jake in general,” Baker says.
Before the year closes, radio can expect to
see a follow-up single from Martina McBride,
as well as another single from Sara Evans. The
latter’s next retail release is her first greatest hits
project, in stores Oct. 9.
Turning to the new artist focus for fall,
Baker reports strong buzz for newcomer Chuck
Wicks. “Anything I say is going to sound like a
cliché,” Baker admits, “But he really is unique
and distinctive with great songs.” Wicks cowrote everything on his debut album, which is
advanced by the single, “Stealing Cinderella.”
He’s deep into his first radio tour and the
response has been “over the top.”
Produced by Dann Huff and Monty Powell,
Wicks can be seen as well as heard on the new
FOX show, Nashville, in the coming months.

Show Dog

Promo veep Tom Moran and tha dawg
pound will be concentrating on two singles
already making their mark at radio. First and
foremost, obviously, is Big Dog Toby Keith’s
“Love Me If You Can” from his current Big
Dog Daddy album. The promotion team’s other
focus is on continuing to build the buzz for
Flynnville Train and their song, “Nowhere
Than Somewhere.”
On the album release schedule, Keith’s A
Classic Christmas is due Oct. 16. The two-disc
set features Toby’s renditions of holiday classics.
As of Sept. 11, music fans were able to purchase
Flynnville Train’s self-titled debut.

Warner Bros.

James Otto
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The CD release schedule opens Oct. 2 for
the WB with Faith Hill’s The Hits. Veep Nancy
Tunick says the title of Hill’s career-spanning
collection also happens to be the promotion
department’s theme through year-end. “Hits are
what we have for the listening audience,” she says.
Ongoing are Blake Shelton’s “The More
You Drink” and Big & Rich’s “Between Raising
Hell and Amazing Grace.” Randy Travis returns
to his Warner Bros./Nashville home with a new
country project that “evokes his classics but also
moves him forward musically,” Tunick says.
Joanna Cotten keeps building with
her debut single, “The Prize,” with Tunick
noting that those who’ve seen her perform
live go well beyond fandom to become “a
proselytizing converts.”
James Otto will continue to visit radio
stations, showing off his soulful voice and
accomplished songwriting with his lead single,
“Just Got Started Loving You.” And Lance
Miller returns from summer touring with Hill
and Tim McGraw with his ode to “The Beach.”
An introduction to Lori McKenna is also in
order, and that process has begun with appearances
on Good Morning America, Nightline and Oprah
in support of her album, Unglamorous. CAC
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The Interview
But there are all kinds of diary manipulation tricks
and there’ll be People Meter manipulation tricks.
There’s not going to be any system that somebody
doesn’t try to monkey with.
In the meantime, you’ve got to figure out
what you’re about and how to do the best job you
possibly can entertaining the people who count
on you. Radio has a lot of people who count on
us every day — not just the 3.2 days a week like
Arbitron tells us. Right? Come on!
CA: What’s your sense of radio’s future?
MC: Here’s the deal: Radio is going to have
to change far beyond anything that we can
imagine now.
In the next five to seven years, it’s possible
that we could see changes as radical as when we
went from Fibber McGee & Molly and orchestras
in studios to disc jockeys and records. We are on

there were only one or two songs that stayed at
No. 1 on the Country chart more than one week.
I know for a fact that the listeners’ passion for a
favorite song lasts far longer than 168 hours. But
the charts are like, “Boop! No. 1, we’re done.”
Of course, you can never be too new for record
label promotion departments. By and large, our
radio stations make a lot more money taking care
of their primary two sets of clients: listeners and
advertisers. The record communities have at least
three sets of clients, including the retail chains,
the buying public and radio stations.
And, just as radio has Arbitron diary-holders
and PPMers that we don’t exactly have direct
control over, labels have a similar situation with
our PDs. I’m sure it’s maddening at times, but
Clear Channel lets its PDs decide what they add,
what they play and how often they play it. They
are also accountable for the ratings results.

good. The art is in mixing the perfect balance of all
the available music: current, recurrent and gold.
CA: How do you find that balance?
MC: That’s the hardest part. Everybody is so
“research, research, research.” It’s really about
painting a music log every day and taking the
listener on a musical journey.
We have some PDs who understand their
audience and why they come to the radio
station. And, every day they set out to take
‘em on a musical journey. We also have some
programmers who really don’t understand the
“journey,” but who do understand the math
behind the journey. So, even if they’re not
painting a picture, they at least make sure the
math works and that they’re rotating records
through the right hours, dayparts and days.
Then, believe it or not, there are some people that

research, you need to use it. Or, save the 50 to
a hundred grand a year and don’t do research if
you’re going to ignore it.”
CA: So, the PDs make the music calls? Where
does research come in?
MC: Our PDs are the gatekeepers. They pick the
songs that get exposed to their listeners. They get
the benefit of listener feedback, and that research
helps them decide the speed the songs move
through rotations.
The way we manage is, “your ball, your
bat, your butt.” A PD gets the right to read
the market, market the research, look at the
competitive market matrix and decide what
works for them. But, again, they’re accountable
for what they do. And, if they fuck up, I’m gonna
come pull the ball and bat out of their butt and
it’s not going to be pretty. Am I guilty of holding
PDs accountable to their audience? Absolutely.
It’s a huge part of my job.
CA: With all due respect, in some circles
you’re viewed as the guy who is singlehandedly killing Country radio by slashing
Country radio current playlists and applying
pop radio rules to Country stations. What’s
your sense of that?
MC: First of all, if we did apply pop/Top
40 rules to Country radio, no one would be
complaining. A Country station that was 9095% current would have Nashville foaming at
the mouth.
Specifically as to being “the guy,” it’s easier
to blame someone else when things are not going
as good as would like than to fall on the sword
yourself. So people who know … know better.
People who don’t … don’t.
Today, country music is not the mainstream
monster it was over a decade ago. The largest
market in America doesn’t even have a Country
station. I’m guessing that’s my fault, too.
Here’s the rub: My primary concern is
protecting the license and growing audience.
The listeners like songs far beyond the No. 1
slot on the chart, but that’s all that promotion
departments need a song to do. The charts are
set up to be a leading indicator. There’s a gap
between the charts and the audience’s tastes, and
that’s where all this noise comes from.
I can assure you that if audience research
told us we should be playing 100% current
music, that’s what we would be doing. In the
early ‘90s, you could not feed the Country
listener enough new music. But that’s not
what the listeners are telling us today. Look,
the fun stuff isn’t holding onto your recurrents
or making sure your best-testing gold song is
your most-played gold song. There’s nothing
glamorous about that. The smarter guys have

“ I start fires, put out fires, and, when I am
not getting burned, I teach fire prevention.”
the precipice of another fundamental change, and
that’s my biggest frustration with our industry
as a whole. We have a hard time changing. We
really haven’t changed that much in the last
30 years. But I’m bullish on radio because I’m
bullish on our brands.
CA: Is programming a Country music radio
station basically the same as all other music
stations? Or, are there any “Country radio
programming rules” specific to this format?
MC: I know there are critics who would love
to hear me say, “It’s all cookie-cutter and prefab,” but it’s not. Are there some universals
in Country? You bet. Hey, there are some
fundamentals that transcend formats. But a radio
station is more than just the sum of the individual
parts. If done right, it’s magic. A radio station
should be a living, breathing entity designed to
reflect the beliefs of its listeners.  
There are some universals, such as that it’s
better when what we do is focused on the listener
than it is when it’s about us. Imagine that! The
listener likes it more when we talk about things
that interest them than things we want them to
know about us. We have to do both. But the
secret is in the balance.
CA: Do you think most Country stations play
too much current music?
MC: Historically, the Country charts would
support that statement. Until a few years ago
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A lot of our PDs, in virtually every format,
enjoy music and want to break new music. You
don’t have to lead them to do that; they want to
do that. The most successful programmers are the
best at balancing their hunger for breaking new
music with the audience’s needs.
CA: Do you think Country stations get out
of current hits – in particular the top-testing
songs – too early? Should they hold onto
records longer?
MC: Yes and no. It varies by programmer.
[WAMZ/Louisville PD] Coyote Calhoun made
it into the Country DJ Hall of Fame by holding
onto his recurrents a little longer than any of his
jocks would have liked. [KEEY/Minneapolis PD]
Gregg Swedberg is very aggressive with new
music and K102 is very successful. [WMZQ/
Washington and WPOC/Baltimore PD] Meg
Stevens is ultra-conservative. All three are very
successful, and all three are smart enough that
they’d do it differently if they were in the other
person’s shoes.
CA: What current-recurrent-gold mix do you
think works the best for Country?
MC: The music mix is totally based on the
competitive market matrix. When you are the
Country franchise in the market, your responsibility
to the listener is different than if you are in a threeway ratings war.
Here’s a quote for you: Adult stations can be
100% current! But their ratings won’t be very

just don’t understand why they are doing what
they are doing. Somebody else set up a system
that they’re working with, and they just hit F10
and run with it because they’ve been handed the
job. That doesn’t mean that somebody who hits
F10 isn’t a great PD. It’s just a different skill set
in where they are.
You can’t have a few hundred programmers
and not have some of everything. It’s all kinds of
people working together.
CA: When Country stations you work with cut
their current lists, your name seems to come
up as the reason for the changes – at least
among the labels. How involved do you get
with a local station’s current music decisions?
MC: What gets me involved in that process
is the accountability of how well the PDs are
doing. [Let’s say] the ratings aren’t where they
should be. Instead of programmers stepping up
and saying, “My ratings aren’t what they need
to be; I’m not managing my talent; I’m not
managing my promotions or doing my marketing
right;” and/or “I’m not doing my music right,”
the easiest thing for a PD to do is blame me for
cutting their list. And I’ll tell you what I’ve told
Nashville record guys: If someone tells you I
took a record off their list, call me and I’ll tell
you if that’s the truth.
The SVPPs in Clear Channel do not tell
programmers what to add. We do say, “You are
responsible for your radio station’s performance,
and if you’re going to invest money in your

always done that inherently. They’ve always
held onto the things the audience values the
most a little bit longer rather than the things
driven by internal or external influences or
leading-edge indicators.
So is it what I want? Absolutely not. I take
my personal tastes out of it. I quickly found out
very early in my programming career that if I
played what I liked, things got ugly. I’m better
off asking the audience what they want and then
do my best to give it to them. I encourage the
programmers I work with to do the same. It’s
like that lifeline on the TV show, Who Wants
To Be A Millionaire? About 85% of the time
the audience advice was solid. So if you ask
the audience, about 85% of the time you get
good advice. It’s not a perfect system, but it’s
state-of-the-art today. You just have to paint
your way around it because people can’t tell you
everything they want.
Managing the gaps is the hardest part –
where art meets science. It’s reading between
the lines. There are gaps between what our
advertisers want and what our listeners want;
gaps between what the record companies want
and what our listeners want; gaps between the
record labels and what the artists want; and,
gaps between what music consumers want
and what record labels want. There are always
gaps; there always will be. The key is finding
a way to manage between the gaps. Manage
… it’s not a four-letter word, it just seems like
it sometimes. CAC

